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BOOK FIVE
Jacob's Daughter series

After tragedy struck Noah Beiler’s life nearly two years ago, he turned his back on his faith and the community. No one except Rose knows he has remained in the dilapidated home that overlooked the pond that he’d grown to despise. When new tragedy strikes, he is forced out of hiding. Will chasing fireflies on a warm, summer night change his life forever? Find out in this tale of summer love...
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Customer Reviews

a really good book, it’s nice to read a book with out all the filthy language. I like to read a book that draws you in to make you feel like you know the characters personaly. read it, go ahead. read all the Jacob Daughters books.

Just finished this series and I loved EVERY book.....even asked when the next book was coming out....I love being about to continue the life of the characters in the background of the book I am reading...again I give it 5 STAR RATING....pick it up YOU WON'T BE DISAPPOINTED!!! P.S. and I
am not related to this author...and makes me angry that some think if you give a 5 star rating you are family or friend....I AM a person who loves Amish reading and this is a keeper :)

I think this has to be my favorite book of this series so far. I totally loved Noah and Rose's story with all its twist and turns. My interest was kept from the very beginning until the very end. The author did a great job developing the story and its characters. There was one thing that I definitely wasn’t expecting. It just made the book that more interesting. I thoroughly enjoyed this book and highly recommend it.

The MinersLady, is a great book, i have not read one of Tracie Petersons books yet that i did not like, in this book she brings out the two fudeing familys, the Panettas andthe Calarcors, from many years ago in Italy to the USA the fued keeps going, Orlando Calaror and Isabell Panetta fall in love, this is not to be, the anger is so strong the fathers will disown the children, tird of sneaking around the couple elope only to make matters worse. it takes two mining accidents to open the eyes and the hearts of theses fathers, to end the fude and to work together making a happy life for ever one, i gave this book a 5 star i highly recommend it.

Rose had come to the community to help get her sister Katie ready for her wedding. Each evening she started having little get away to th pond behind the be and breakfast. When she falls from the peddle boat and begins to think she is going to drown, she is saved by Noah. He has been secluded for years after his fiance drowned. Would Rose be the one to bring him back to the community? It looks like her love could help him break through.

With each successive book in her series, this author’s writing gets better and better! I liked this book. I liked that she expanded the characters, giving us more depth to the main characters and a broader view of the secondary Amish characters. Still, I think her books could be even better by adding length to her novels. The story seemed to end abruptly and a bit too short. I would have enjoyed reading about the actual weddings of the two featured couples in this story. This book did provide the best use of past characters being incorporated into the story (as compared to the previous books in this series).I did enjoy the mysterious nature that this book added. It made the story more enjoyable. I also enjoyed the surprising turn of events at the end of the story. I am now looking forward to reading the rest of the series and those books that are companion to this series.
Chasing Fireflies is the fifth book in the series, Jacob's Daughter by Samantha Jillian Bayard. The entire series revolves around an Amish Community and a number of families who live and love there. The books are easy to read and so easy on the heart and mind of the reader. The author does her best to weave a love story for all to enjoy. I highly recommend this novel.

I thought I already submitted a review for this book, but in case I hadn't, I really enjoyed the whole Jacob's Daughter Series. I'm so glad that I purchased all of them, because that enabled me to read each sequel in order. Good Reading!
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